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The Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) has been assessing how to allow blockchain technology to be integrated into the
regulatory landscape. A potpourri of market
participants vies to influence this process. All
agree changes are coming. Some would
change securities trading and settlement in
ways that would curb market abuse and level
the playing field for investors, especially retail
investors; while others are proposing changes
that could steepen it.
The potential for blockchain technology to
curb market abuse will likely turn on two
factors: (i) the extent to which it distributes
meaningful information to investors on specific securities; and (ii) at what stage (trading
or settlement) it becomes operative. If blockchain technology widely distributes meaningful data to investors and kicks in when trades
occur, it would significantly curb market
abuse. If neither of these two factors occurs,
the information gap for retail investors would
grow and their playing field would steepen.
The 800-pound gorilla—the Depository
Trust & Clearing Corporation (DTCC)—now
lobbies for its own self-preservation.1 It con-
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tends blockchain should be used exclusively
to settle trades (not execute them) and should
only be accessible to those who understand the
nuances of the fine-tuned machinery the
DTCC operates.2 According to the DTCC,
only the SEC, the self-regulatory organizations (SROs), and DTCC itself should have
access to the data.3 The approach would undermine the essence of blockchain and bring no
transparency to a market desperately in need
of it.
Several brokers now compete to create the
first functioning alternative trading system
(ATS) for real-time trading of securities over
blockchain technology.4 An exchange giant
also may be getting into the game. According
to the Nasdaq, it “has taken advanced steps
towards creating technology where accredited
investors can trade securities through blockchain technology.”5
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Using blockchain for real-time trading could clean
up the capital markets in ways that have eluded the
SEC since its inception in 1934. The technology
would stop some forms of market abuse, e.g., naked
short selling and late trading. Alternatively, by increasing transparency, blockchain would expose and thus
deter other egregious forms of abuse, e.g., insider trading, wash trades, front running, and spoofing. As
Justice Louis D. Brandeis observed: “Sunlight is said
to be the best of disinfectants; electric light the most
efficient policeman.”6
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tors to look for the same patterns in the trades of their
securities. If the SEC declines to bring an enforcement case, investors could bring a private civil action.7
In short, blockchain would make insider trading
riskier and thus deter it.

Blockchain is a distributed ledger. As the number
of investors who have access to the ledgers increases,
so does the transparency of that market. As that
transparency improves, the deterrence pressure grows
stronger. Stronger deterrence means less market
abuse. Less market abuse means more capital moving
from those who have it to those who can put it to work.
And that’s what capital markets are supposed to do.

By all appearances, the SEC will decide how to integrate blockchain technology behind closed doors.
To be sure, the SEC has invited the DTCC and the
financial industry to give their views on the subject.8
Unfortunately, the SEC has yet to hear from the market participant who has the most to lose: the retail
investor.9 If this were a boxing match, the ring announcer might introduce the fighters: “Out of the red
corner, weighing in at $50 trillion, the undisputed
heavyweight champion, the global banking system.”
The fighter confidently waives a gloved hand to the
crowd. “And in the blue corner, weighing in with her
IRA contribution, and fighting way out of her weight
class, the retail investor.”

Consider for a moment the impact of blockchain
technology on insider trading. Overextended market
surveillance units at the SEC and SROs scour the market for insider trading: big bets and price moves just
before market-moving public announcements. Access
to the distributed ledger would allow suspicious inves-

One improbable factor could change the outcome
of this fight: the nature of blockchain itself. It is a true
black swan with alpha instincts. And this swan is on a
mission. If it has its way, it would undermine and
replace the global banking system. It has already
begun doing exactly that—to the horror of the bank-
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ing industry—to fiat currencies. This rare bird has now
landed on Wall Street, and it plans to take over the
way securities are traded. It instinctively views the
DTCC as its enemy, even as the DTCC professes its
love for the swan and hopes to soon cage it as a pet.
(This sounds like King George’s love for the colonists
in Hamilton.)
Before going further let’s dig a little deeper into the
birth of the swan and the mission embedded into its
DNA.
The Birth of a Black Swan Named
Blockchain
Blockchain technology had the humblest of births.
Neither Apple, nor Google, nor any other technology
giant takes credit for it. No media covered the event.
Rather, the birth was announced on November 1,
2008, when some person or persons using the pseudonym Satoshi Nakamoto10 published a whitepaper,
“Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System,” to
a cryptography mailing list,11 a perfect birthplace for
a black swan.
Nakamoto’s white paper linked two new concepts:
(i) a “purely peer-to-peer version of electronic cash
(Bitcoin)”; and (ii) a blueprint of the technology
(blockchain) to be used in creating Bitcoin. Though
blockchain serves as the technology for Bitcoin, its
use is not limited to Bitcoin. According to Forbes, “Its
potential applications are limitless.”12
“Blockchain is a trust machine,” Janet Liao, a Yale
research scholar, explained at a meeting of the SEC’s
Investor Advisory Committee13 in October. Blockchain creates that trust by distributing an immutable
ledger of each transaction to those in the network. Ms.
Liao cited an Economist article that explains the essence of Blockchain:
[I]t is a shared, trusted, public ledger that everyone can
inspect, but which no single user controls. The participants in a blockchain system collectively keep the
ledger up to date: it can be amended only according to
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strict rules and by general agreement. Bitcoin’s blockchain ledger prevents double-spending and keeps track
of transactions continuously. It is what makes possible
a currency without a central bank.14

Since Nakamoto created blockchain to be a trust
machine, an obvious question arises: what exactly did
he distrust and why? Simply put, he distrusted the
banks for creating the 2008 Financial Crisis. Consider
the timing: Nakamoto published his white paper in
October 2008, the height of the 2008 Financial Crisis.
Three global investment banks had collapsed that
year—Bear Stearns, Lehman Brothers and Merrill
Lynch—and Morgan Stanley wobbled on the brink.
That month, the UK unveiled its first bank bailout.
Two months later, Nakamoto embedded a terse message into the first Bitcoin blockchain: “The Times 03/
Jan/2009 Chancellor on brink of second bailout for
banks”15 In February 2009, Nakamoto opined:
The root problem with conventional currency is all the
trust that’s required to make it work. . . . Banks must
be trusted to hold our money and transfer it electronically, but they lend it out in waves of credit bubbles
with barely a fraction in reserve. . . .16

Nakamoto is saying the banks should be distrusted
because they instinctively make themselves highly
leveraged. He was spot-on. The report on the 2008
Financial Crisis by the U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations identifies the banks’ massive leverage as a principal cause of the Crisis,17 just
as it was for the 1929 Crash.18 Consider Bear Stearns’
33-to-1 debt-to-equity ratio just before its collapse.19
Off the balance sheet, it had exposure to $2.5 trillion
worth of credit default swaps.20
Nakamoto’s black swan has tapped into a power
source. More than $6.3 billion in initial coin offerings
(ICOs) have been launched using blockchain technology since 2014, as illustrated by this interactive
graphic.21 But even that growth seems anemic compared to the geometric growth of cryptocurrencies,
which increased from $8 billion in March 2016 to $25
billion in March 2017, up 300%,22 and then leaped to
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$500 billion by mid-December 2017, up 2,000% in
just 10 months.23 In this light, Harvard Business Review predicts: “The blockchain will do to the financial
system what the internet did to media.”24
And now the swan sits perched upon the shoulders
of the Wall Street bull. Just as blockchain is undermining the fiat currencies with $500 billion in cryptocurrencies, it longs to do the same to securities trading
and settling. That trading system burdens investors
with the costs for two brokers, clearing brokers, clearing houses and the DTCC. And those are only the visible costs. Market abuse and conflicts of interests have
embedded themselves into the very bones of this
opaque system. And it’s been that way for a while.
The brilliant prosecutor, Ferdinand Pecora, whose
investigation led to the country’s two major securities
acts, explained 77 years ago in Wall Street under Oath:
“The public was always in the dark. It could not tell
whether sales were merely due to the ‘free play of supply and demand,’ or whether they were the product of
manipulated activities. . . . It all looks alike on the
ticker.”25
The issue then comes to this: Will blockchain pull
the capital markets—now in full tantrum mode—into
the sunshine?
The Black Swan Lands on Wall Street: Cage
Him If You Can!
The DTCC would prefer to cage and domesticate
this black swan—blockchain—as its in-house pet. The
head of DTCC, Michael C. Bodson, testified before
the SEC Investor Advisory Committee in October that
blockchain should be used only for the settlement of
trades (not trading itself), and the transaction ledger
should only be distributed to the SEC, the DTCC and
SROs.26
Mr. Bodson agrees that blockchain could stop some
forms of fraud, but only if the technology rests exclusively in the hands of the SEC. Specifically, he opined
the SEC would have caught famed fraudster Bernie
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Madoff before he executed his Ponzi scheme, if it had
blockchain in place at the time.27 Hmmm. Let’s ponder
that.
Mr. Bodson overlooks the phenomenon that absorbed the media and Congress when Madoff’s story
broke: The curious tale of Harry Markopolos. Mr.
Markopolos pounded on the front door of the SEC five
times, holding compelling evidence of Madoff’s
fraud, but the SEC wasn’t listening.28 The SEC also
turned a deaf ear to the whistleblower who first
disclosed that hedge funds were using late trading and
market timing to siphon cash from retail investors’
mutual fund accounts.29 The SEC did nothing until Elliot Spitzer, the New York Attorney General, made
headlines by prosecuting the first late-trading case
against Canary Capital, the ring leader. The SEC then
clung to Mr. Spitzer’s coattails.30 (By the way, this
author also got straight-armed inside the SEC while
leading an investigation of a hedge fund, its CEO, and
Wall Street CEO for insider trading until two Senate
committees stepped in.31)
Mr. Bodson also overlooks the SEC’s greatest
debacle: failing to scrutinize the liquidity and solvency
of five investment banks (Bear Stearns, Merrill Lynch,
Lehman Brothers, Morgan Stanley and Goldman
Sachs) after the SEC released the same banks from
the net capital rule in 2004.32 SEC scrutiny was supposed to replace the net capital rule.33 Over the next
four years, the SEC dozed while the banks’ leverage
soared towards the stratosphere,34 as the SEC’s own
inspector general found.35 In March 2008, Bear collapsed due to overvalued mortgage-backed securities
(MBS) and $2.5 trillion in credit default swaps
(CDS).36 Lehman Brothers and Merrill Lynch followed on Bear’s heels. Morgan Stanley and Goldman
Sachs were teetering on the brink when Congress felt
compelled to spend hundreds of billions of dollars to
bail out the banks.
The SEC should continue to exist and do its job, or
course. But the economic stability of the capital
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markets should not rest on the premise—the DTCC’s
hope—that the SEC alone can prevent the next financial crisis. Only loans and bailouts measured in the
trillions of dollars saved the banks and prevented a
meltdown of the global financial markets. Going
forward, the capital markets need a Plan B. Putting
the distributed ledger in investors’ hands assures a
level of transparency that would prevent or at least
mitigate the next financial crisis. Using blockchain to
trade, settle trades, and post transactions to clients’ accounts would make Madoff-style fraud impossible.
Phantom stock cannot materialize from thin air onto a
blockchain.
Speaking of phantom stock, that phenomenon also
contributed to the 2008 financial crisis and helped
push several investment banks over the cliff.37 As
discussed next, blockchain would also have made that
impossible.
How Blockchain Would Stop Market Abuse:
Naked Short Selling During the Crisis
Another type of fraud, usually referred to as “naked
short selling,” deepened the 2008 Financial Crisis and
could trigger the next one.38 It occurs when a market
player sells stock—either long or short—that he does
not own and does not borrow. In essence, it is the sale
of counterfeit stock. Naked short selling was likely a
factor in the collapse of Bear Stearns,39 Lehman Brothers40 and the near collapse of Morgan Stanley.41 This
author’s early article in this publication addressed in
greater detail how naked short selling contributed to
the 2008 Financial Crisis.42
Until the 2008 Financial Crisis struck, only small
cap and microcap public companies complained about
naked short selling. This changed in 2008 when struggling investment banks came under attack. Traders
hammered the big banks with naked short sales. On
March 14, 2008, shareholders were holding 128% of
Bear Stearns’ acknowledged float.43 In Lehman’s case,
there were 33 million shares of counterfeit stock.44 A
2013 article co-written by two prominent economists
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explains why the banks were especially vulnerable to
naked short selling during the crisis.45
The urgency ratcheted up after the three huge banks
failed, leaving Morgan Stanley and Goldman Sachs
teetering at the edge of the abyss. On September 17,
2008, Barron’s reported: “[T]he Securities & Exchange Commission’s head Christopher Cox is investigating naked short selling of shares of Morgan
Stanley and Goldman Sachs after receiving calls from
Morgan Stanley CEO John Mac [sic] about improper
short-selling that was responsible for the stock’s
nearly 30% decline today.”46 The SEC responded by
issuing emergency orders and amendments to Regulation SHO to stop naked short selling during the
crisis.47 After the bailouts saved the banks, a mystery
emerged: Whose trades pushed the banks over the
abyss and which brokers placed them?
Looking for answers, a journalist retained this
author to submit a FOIA request and then file a civil
action to obtain the SEC’s records of its investigations
of anyone who placed the naked short sales of the five
banks during the Crisis.48 In its response, the SEC
identified one administrative proceeding relating to
the naked short selling of Lehman Brothers and Bear
Stearns—it was against Merrill Lynch.49 In short, just
before its own collapse, Merrill helped push its brethren over the cliff.
But who else might have been involved? Three
years after the crisis, the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) found that UBS had engaged
in massive naked short sales from 2006 through 2011.
UBS placed tens of millions of short sale orders of
stock it did not own, had not borrowed, had not
contracted to borrow, or had not tried to borrow.
Sometimes UBS marked these trades as “short sales,”
sometimes as “long sales.” It placed these trades for
its own accounts and for more than 270 of its clients.
In so doing, UBS found more than 30 different ways
to commit tens of millions of violations of SEC
Regulation SHO.50 FINRA was never able to quantify
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in dollars how much phantom stock UBS created. It
offered a different measure: the “duration, scope and
volume of [UBS’s trading violations] created a potential for harm to the integrity of the market (emphasis
added).”51
UBS did not play this game alone. FINRA found
that Credit Suisse engaged in the same violations at
roughly the same scale. 52 And the list of brokers
FINRA has fined for naked short selling continues to
grow: Newedge USA, $9.5 million in 2013;53 Merrill
Lynch, $6 million in 2014;54 Deutsche Bank, $1.4 million in 2015 for violations lasting more than 10
years;55 StockCross Financial Services, Inc., $800,000
in 2015 for 31/2 years of violations;56 and Morgan
Stanley, $2 million in 2015.57 The SEC fined Goldman Sachs $15 million for its violations of Reg SHO.58
In each case, the bank engaged in naked short selling
during the Crisis, despite Reg SHO and the SEC emergency orders. This evidence suggests the banks were
pushing each other over the cliff during the Crisis.
And the lack of transparency is stunning. It exists
in every nook and cranny of the stock trading system
as short sales pass through it. Despite the tens of millions of violations of Reg SHO admitted by UBS,
FINRA never identified a single public company
whose stock was devalued by those violations. Nor
did it identify any of UBS’s 270 clients who profited
by their naked short sales. In view of the potential
harm “to the integrity of the market,” it’s puzzling
why FINRA opted to keep this information secret.59
Very simply, blockchain would nip short selling
before it could bud. As a Nasdaq executive put it: “Immediate settlement would make naked short selling
impossible.”60 If the asset does not appear on the
blockchain, it cannot be sold.61
An analysis of how blockchain would curb other
forms of market abuse goes beyond the scope of this
article. But two general observations can be made.
First, integrating blockchain technology into the real-
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time trading of securities would likely prevent some
forms of market abuse, e.g., both naked shorts and
late trading. Second, the transparency blockchain
brings to the markets would light up virtually every
other form of market abuse, e.g., insider trading, wash
sales, spoofing and front running.
[At press time, TZero has partially completed a
$250 million token sale to create an “SEC-compliant”
alternative trading system using blockchain with the
goal of curbing market abuse, including naked short
selling. A later article on this same subject will provide
an update on the TZero project.]62
When Worlds Collide: the DTCC and
Blockchain Trading
The DTCC centralizes control over the purchase
and sale of securities. Blockchain technology decentralizes control through a distributed ledger. And there
lies an irreconcilable conflict between the two. For
blockchain technology to bring transparency to the securities markets, it must replace the existing system,
be integrated into to it, or operate outside of it. It is
safe to say the DTCC won’t voluntarily agree to
changes that would make it obsolete. Nor could
blockchain bring transparency to the markets as an
appendage to DTCC’s existing system.
Two basic models have incorporated blockchain
technology into the trading of securities. One public
company has registered stock under Form S-3 which
it claims will trade over an SEC-compliant ATS.63
This bold approach enters the territory where the 800pound gorilla usually roams.
The second approach would operate outside the gorilla’s customary territory, but still close enough that it
might trigger its territorial instincts. Under this model,
unregistered securities would be placed through an
exemption to the Securities Act and would later trade
through another exemption over an ATS, e.g., the safe
harbor created by Section 4(a)(7) of the Securities Act.
At least two serious players are going down this path.64
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This last model could be the one where blockchain
technology becomes disruptive to the existing system
for trading securities. By using blockchain technology, the ATS and the brokers could truthfully claim
their market for unregistered securities to be more
transparent than the one controlled by the DTCC for
registered securities. This could tap into the public’s
distrust of the banks, since the DTCC and its members
look like a central bank and its members. If this model
gets traction, the Nasdaq is primed to join the
competition.65 Once the blockchain trading machinery
functions smoothly with unregistered securities, its
leap to registered securities would be inevitable and
so would the transparency it promises.
Another dynamic now encourages all securities
professionals to consider this model in bringing an
ICO to the market. A host of ICOs have been launched
on the theory that they were not securities under SEC
v. W.J. Howey.66 Beginning with its report on one such
ICO, called the DAO, last July,67 the SEC has strictly
applied Howey in assessing whether “utility tokens”
placed through ICOs were unregistered.68 More recently SEC Chairman Jay Clayton spoke to this
practice: “Tokens and offerings that incorporate
features and marketing efforts that emphasize the
potential for profits based on the entrepreneurial or
managerial efforts of others continue to contain the
hallmarks of a security under U.S. law.”69 And then
came this bomb in bold print: “On this and other
points where the application of expertise and judgment is expected, I believe that gatekeepers and
others, including securities lawyers, accountants
and consultants, need to focus on their
responsibilities.”70 It might be prudent for securities
attorneys to interpret this message with its bold font
and reference to “gatekeepers” as a warning of possible disciplinary proceedings under the SarbanesOxley Act against attorneys who violate the guidelines
in the chairman’s statement.71
This means securities attorneys designing ICOs
which will trade as securities in secondary sales must
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comply by either (i) a public offering with re-sales
over an SEC-compliant ATS or exchange; or (ii) the
placement and re-sale of unregistered securities under
exemptions to the Securities Act. The second may be
the path of least resistance and thus the pathway for
blockchain to disrupt the existing trading system and
bring transparency to markets in need of it.
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